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FORMATION OF SHOCK DISCONTINUITIES FOR A 
CLASS OF NONLINEAR TRANSMISSION LINES 
F. BLOOM 
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115, U.S.A. 
Al~tract--We consider the problem of nonexistence of smooth globally defined solutions to a quasilinear 
hyperbolic system of equations; these equations are shown to model the behavior of a distributed 
parameter nonlinear transmission line, with voltage dependent capacitance and nonzero resistance and 
leakage conductance. Specific conditions are exhibited under which shocks form if the gradients of the 
initial data are, pointwise, sufficiently large. The analysis is based upon a study of the behavior of 
appropriate sets of Riemann Invariants along their respective characteristic curves. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors have considered the problem of whether or not shocks form in solutions of 
initial-value problems for damped quasilinear hyperbolic systems of partial differential equations. 
The work (and systems) which are closest in content and form to the material we will present here 
may be found in the recent work of Nishida [1], Slemrod [2], MacCamy [3], Nohel [4] and Hattori 
[51. 
Nishida [1] considered the damped quasilinear system (~ > 0) 
Ow Ov Ov Ow 
0--7 - 0x  = 0; ~ - r ' (w)  ~ = -~v,  (1) 
with associated periodic initial-data w(x,O)= Wo(X ), v(x,O)= v0(x); he assumed local hyper- 
bolicity, i.e. F'(0) > 0 and proved an a priori estimate which shows that for as long as a C ~ solution 
(w, v) in (x, t) exists, SUpx [w [ may be held small [by choosing the L o~ norms of the initial data wo(x), 
Vo(X) sufficiently small] so that F'  > 0 for as long as the smooth solution exists. By working with 
the Riemann Invariants 
fw  r=v+ d~ 
0 
fw S = v --  ~ d~, (2) 
0 
naturally associated with system (1), and studying the behavior of 
Or 0s 
Ox' Ox 
along the characteristic curves defined by 
dx + x/T'[w(x, t)], (3) 
dt - 
Nishida was able to derive a pr ior i  estimates for 
along the characteristics; he then used these a priori estimates, and a continuation theorem, in 
conjunction with a standard local existence theorem for initial-value problems associated with 
system (1), to show that if T"(O) > 0 (genuine nonlinearity) and the C ~ norms of w;(x), v;(x) are 
sufficiently small, a C ~ (in x, t) solution (w, v) of the initial-value problem for system (1) exists for 
all t > 0. 
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The system equivalent to system (1) in terms of the Riemann Invariants r(x, t), s(x, t) is 
I J ~ - ~ (r + s), 
s' = - ~ (r + s), (4) 
where 
"= a lOt - ~ /q~-  s) 0 lax,  '=  a/at + ~ ~ lax. 
By system (2) and the monotonicity of '(~) d~, 
F(w) = F[w(r - s)] - /~(r - s). 
Slemrod [2] analyzed system (4), with associated periodic initial-data r(x, 0) = r0(x), s(x, 0) = So(X), 
and derived a differential inequality for a r/ax along its associated characteristic which he then used 
to establishe the existence of a finite time t~o such that 
l a~-x r (x,t) I -o r  as t--too; 
his results apply if either F"(O) > 0 with r~(x) sufficiently large and positive at some x or F"(O) < 0 
with r~(x) sufficiently large and negative at some point x. Slemrod's results in Ref. [2] are applied 
to the problem of steady shear flow in a certain type of nonlinear viscoelastic fluid. A related 
problem for a one-dimensional viscoelastic solid in Ref. [3] led MacCamy to study the system 
aw av 
at ax 
Ov ~w 
F'(w) ~x = -av  - (K.x)(x,  t) + O(x, t), (5) 
at 
where K(x, t) = Ok /dt (x, t ), • denotes convolution, and k(x, t) is the resolvent kernel associated 
with a'(t), a(t) being the memory function of the viscoelastic material; the function O(x, t) is given 
by 
;0 • = g(x, t) + k(t)Vo(X) + k(t - ~)g(x, ~) dr, 
where g is the external forcing function in the physical problem. A slightly more special case of 
the abstract system (5), with K - 0, was studied by Nobel [4]. In terms of the Riemann Invariants 
r, s defined by system (2), the system studied in Ref. [4] becomes 
r' = - ~ (r + s) + ~(x ,  t), 
S ~ ~ 0~ -- -~ (r + s) + ¢(x ,  t). (6) 
Using arguments similar to those in Nishida [1], Nohel was able to prove the existende of C 1 
solutions (r, s) in (x, t) for all t > 0, for system (6), provided 
O(t )  ---- sup[ O(x, t)l e L=(0, ~)  f'lL~(0, oo) 
x 
O1 (t) = sup lOx (x, t)l ~ L ~(0, ~)  (7) 
x 
and 
D=suPtro(X)I+suPlso(X)I+suplr~(X)I+supI~(X)I+II~I Iv+II~I IL~+II~I l IL~, (8) 
x x x x 
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is sufficiently small. MacCamy, working with the Riemann Invariants form of system (5) was able 
to prove the global existence of C t solutions for this system (and their asymptotic stability); this 
work again parallels that of Nishida for system (1) but now also involves the derivation of delicate 
a priori estimates which are used to show that with appropriate assumptions relative to the function 
k(t),  the local solution v(x, t) is such that 
~(x,  t) =- ~(x,  t) -- (K *v)(x, t) (9) 
satisfies, essentially, the hypothesis of Nohel [4]--stated above--relative to the functions q~(t) and 
• 1 (t). Finally, for periodic initial-value problems associated with system (6), Hattori [5] was able 
to prove the finite-time breakdown of C j solutions by using an a priori estimate of the form 
Ir(x, t)l + Is(x, t)l ~< supl r0(x)l + (4/or)sup[ ~(x,  t)[ 
x x 
(lO) 
and an argument due to Rozhedestvenskii which involves howing that characteristics of the same 
family must cross in finite time. 
In the next section we introduce a mathematical model for was propagation in a nonlinear 
distributed parameter transmission line. We show that this model is governed by a system of 
damped, inhomogeneous, quasilinear hyperbolic partial differential equations and that suitable 
functions r, s may be introduced (the Riemann Invariants) so that the system assumes the form 
r t ~__ og -~( r+s)+ ~(r-- s), 
where 
S ~ ~ -~(r +s)+ ~(r-s), 
' = d/at - ~(r - s)0/dx, ' = O/Ot + ~.(r - s)d/tgx, 
the characteristics a sociated with the system being given by 
dx/dt  = __+ ~/J.[r(x, t) - s(x, t)]. 
Associated with' this system we have periodic initial data r0(x), s0(x). Our goal is to show how 
the method developed in Ref. [2] may be extended to prove that for initial data chosen so that 
supxlr0(x)l and supxls0(x)l are sufficiently small, while r~(x), sr(x) are sufficiently large and 
positive, for some x, a global Cl(in x, t) solution of the initial-value problem associated with the 
above system can not exist for all t > 0. Our results imply, in particular, the development of shocks 
in the solutions of the nonlinear transmission line problem. 
2. THE NONLINEAR TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL 
Our nonlinear electromagnetic model is that of an idealized nonlinear transmission line with 
distributed parameters C(v), the capicitance, R the resistance, L the self-inductance and G the 
leakage conductance per unit length of the line; the situation is depicted in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 v(x, t) 
is the voltage at a point x units distant from an origin chosen in the line and i(x, t) is the current; 
by definition, C(v) = dQ ~dr, where Q (v) is the voltage dependent charge per unit length of the line. 
Ohm's and Kirchoff's law applied to an element of the transmission line yield the system of 
equations 
Oi Ov 
L ~ +-~x + Ri = O, 
C(v) ~t Oi +~x + GV =0,  (11) 
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when L, R and G are taken to be constant (a more general model is referred to in Remarks 2.1 
below). Clearly, system (11) has the form of an inhomogeneous quasilinear system, i.e. 
0 - ~- i 
O2) , l° j, (:)+ 1 
which, if C(v) =d_(.d_Q~dv) > 0, is hyperbolic with associated characteristics defined by the equations 
dx/dt = + 1/x/LC(c). If C is independent of v, i.e. C = Co = constant, then it is easily shown (e.g. 
Ref. [6]) that 
dt L ' ~-Co ) + v =-  i + -~o V , 
along a solution of 
along a solution of 
dx 1 
dt Lx/~o' 
I (13) 
dx 1 
d---~ =+ Lx//~00" 
From system (13) it follows that i and v both propagate along the linear transmission line with 
attenuation factor -G/Co if R/L  = G/Co. In order to rewrite system (12) in "conservation form" 
we note that 
~Q I0 C(v) = ~ > 0 implies that Q(v) = C(~) d~ 0 
is monotone in v; thus 3V such that v = V(Q) and V s C I if Q ~ c t. System (12) now becomes 
Oi I R .  
N+~V' (Q)Q,  x=- -~t ,  
or  
+(o 
Q:.' \1 
~Q ~i 
-~ = -GV(Q)  (14) 
~t ~x 
o /.o.:.x \or(Q)/ 
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As (dV/dQ)= 1/(dQ/dv)> 0, system (14) is a hyperbolic, inhomogeneous, quasilinear system 
whose characteristics are defined by the equations (dx/dt) = +(1/x/~ ) , ,~ .  In fact, it R = 0 
we have a direct analogy between the system (14) and the system governing the nonlinear 
dielectric-plane wave interaction which was treated recently by the author in Ref. [7]. On the other 
hand, if G = 0 (no leakage current between the conductors) then system (14) reduces to 
dQdi  ai l [  1 R =°; v(0) =-z i ,  
X 
which is basically system (1), considered by Slemrod [2] and Nishida [1]. Thus, it follows from the 
results of Refs [1, 2] that for the nonlinear transmission line model represented by system (11), with 
G = 0, C 1 solutions of associated initial-value problems will exist globally if (di/dx)(x, 0) and 
(dQ/~x)(x, 0) are sufficiently small, in the C 1 norm, but shocks should develop if either of these 
initial gradients is sufficiently large at some point in the transmission line; this simple consequence 
of the recent work in Refs [1, 2] would, in spite of the large body of literature on shock formation 
in nonlinear transmission lines [6, 8-11], appear to be a new result for the physical model 
represented by system (1 l), when the leakage conductance vanishes. Our interest, however, in this 
paper is directed towards studying shock formation in nonlinear transmission lines governed by 
system (1 l) when either R = 0, G ~ 0 or both R ~ 0 and G ¢ 0. 
Remarks 2. ! 
For a more general model of nonlinear transmission line behavior than that governed by the 
system (11), where L, R and G are all constant, we could consider the model introduced in Ref. 
[11]; here the relevant ransmission line equations are given as 
~O av ~Q ai 
0~-+~xx =0; -~-  +~x = - j ,  (15) 
where j is the leakage current and 0 is the magnetic flux per unit length between the conductors. 
The connection with the model represented by system (ll) is that ¢ = 0(i), L(i) = (dO/dO (thc 
differential inductance), j =j(i, v)= G(i, v).v and previously assumed, Q = Q(v). For the case 
where L(i)= L0 = constant, C(v)= Co = constant, we obtain the interesting and nontrivial in- 
homogeneous quasilinear system 
3i dv ~v di = G(i' v)" v, (16) L03i =0; c0 s+ 
whose characteristics, defined by the equations (dx/dt) = + I/Lv/L-~0C~, are straight lines. In Ref. [1 l] 
the author obtains, for system (16), approximate simple wave solutions of the form 
[ ld ) ' ( i ) t l ;  
i = I x L 0 di 
the development of discontinuities in the current i then follows under obvious conditions on ~(i) 
via a direct computation of the gradient di/dx. While system (16), and those generalizations thereof 
which do not assume, a priori, that L(i) and C(v) are constant, are certainly of interest we will, 
in the present paper, confine our attention to the model governed by the system (11) in which the 
leadage conductance G is constant. Certain models corresponding to the system (15) with O = O (i), 
L(i) = (dO/d/) ~ constant, j(i, v) = G(i, v).v, G # constant and C(v) # constant will be treated in 
future work. 
3. RIEMANN INVARIANTS FORMULATION: BASIC ESTIMATES 
In this section we will write our system (14) in terms of Riemann Invariants (r, s) and will derive 
the basic a priori estimates that are used to prove finite-time blow up for the gradients of C l 
solutions of initial-value problems associated with this system. 
The Riemann Invariants for our problem are easily seen to be given by 
f ?x  o r(x, t) -- - i (x ,  t) + . ~-r(~) d~, x/ L 
C.A.M.W.A. | 5/6--8---D 
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We set 
and 
?x t) 
S(x, t) = --i(x, t) -- ' ~)  d{. 
q L 
/V'[Q(x, t)] /V'[Q(x, t)] 
x= q Z ' Z- 
' = d/Ot + 2(x, t)O/Ox, ' = O/Ot + v(x, t)O/Ox. 
A direct computation then produces 
• R /)] /V'[Q(x, 
1 
t)] 
r =-~i (x , t ) -GV[Q(x ,  q L 
and 
, R t)] /V'[Q_(x, t)] s =-~ i(x, t) + GV[Q(x, q L 
However, by virtue of system (17) 
-½[fix, t) + s(x, t)] = i(x, t), 
r(x, t) - s(x, t) = 2 fax.t) ]~-~¢) de -= q(x, t), 
Jo q L 
where r /= ~[Q(x, t)] satisfies 
dq ]Q-~-Q ) O. 
dQ = 2 > q L 
Thus we may define an inverse q-1 such that 
and 
where f = - J .  Setting 
Q(x, t) = r~-I [r(x, t) -- s(x, t)] 
),(x, t )=  -x/V'{q-1 [r(x, t) --s(x, t)l/L} 
= ~[r(x, t) - s(x, t)] 
v(x, t) = #[r(x, t) -- s(x, t)], 
g '[q - ' ( r  - s)] 4>(r - s) = - GV[q  - '  (r - s)] L 
we easily find that equations (20a) and (20b) become 
- ~( r  + s) + ¢( r  - s) 
S ~ m -~  (r + s) - ¢ ( r  - s). 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20a) 
(20b) 
(21) 
R > 0)  (22) 
System (22) reduces to a pair of ordinary differential equations along the respective characteristics 
xl(t, ill), x2(t, [32) defined by the solutions of the initial-value problems 
dxl 
= ,[[r(x,, t) -- s(x, ,  t)]; x,(O, fl,) = fl,, 
dt 
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dx  2 
d--7 = 0[r(x2, t) - s(x2, t)]; x2(0, f12) = f12, (23) 
namely, 
d R 
dtr[x,(t, fl,), t ]= --~{r[x,(t, fl,),t]+s[x,(t, flt),t]}+~{r[x,(t, fl ), t]-s[x,(t, fll),t]}, 
d R 
dt s[x2(t' f12), t] = - - -  {r[x2(t, f12), t] + s[x2(t, f12), t]} - ,/'{r[x2(t, f12), t] - s[x2(t, f12), t]}. (24) 
2L 
For future reference we note that as , /=  0(Q)= # [0-i(,/)] 
O___QQ = ½x/V'[O -'(r/)]IL. (25) 00 
Associated with system (22) we have initial-conditions of the form 
r(x, 0) = r0(x), s(x, 0) = s0(x), (26) 
which are assumed to be periodic in x and of class C i. Our goal in Section 4 will be to show that, 
with appropriate restrictions on the constitutive function V(.), C ~ (in x, t) solutions of systems (22) 
and (26) can not exist for all time if the gradients r~(x), s~(x) are, pointwise, sufficiently large. To 
that end we will derive a simple a priori estimate below for solutions of systems (22) and (26) which 
are of class C ~ for 0 ~< t < T, where T ~< oo. 
We begin by noting that as 
,/(0) = 0 ,~(0) = -GV(O) /V'(O) = 0 VL 
and therefore 
so that 
However, 
q~(r -- s) = f - '  d¢( j  d~/ 
Jo dq 
I~( r -  s)l ~ sup d~(ff) (Irl ÷ Isl). 
sup~[dC~(r/) = ~ "G sup dar/~(~ -' (r/)] ~/V'[#-'(~>]l. 
(27) 
(28) 
At this point we will assume that the constitutive function V(') satisfies 
iv,,-, ,.)] ./v.[,-, ,.)] I = s < 
I 
sup oo. (29) 
la~ I 
An example of a reasonable V(-) satisfying this hypothesis has been constructed by the author 
in Ref. [12]. If we set M = (2G/x/~)S then it follows from expressions (27), (28) and (29) that 
_<_M I~( r - s ) l .~  2 ( I r l+ls l) .  (30) 
Lemma 3.1 
Let (r, s) be a C ~ solution of the initial-value problem (22) and (26) for 0 ~ t ~< T, T < oo, and 
assume that V(.) satisfies equation (29). Then for all t < T 
Ir(x, t)l + Is(x, t)l ~< (Irol + Isol) e Mr, (31) 
where 
Irol = suplro(x)l, Isol-- suplso(x)l. 
x X 
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Proof. The characteristics a sociated with the system (22) are given by the solutions of the 
initial-value problems (23), while along the characteristic curves the system (22) reduces to the pair 
of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (24); we begin by integrating the equations (24) along 
the respective characteristics so as to obtain 
exP(2t)r(x,,t)=ro(fl,)-;~;exp(;z)s(x,,Qdz 
fo(~) + exp ~T ~[r(x~,O--s(x~,O]dT, (32a) 
exp -~t =so(fl2)-~Jo exPt2Z $(x2, z)dz 
t (X 
Therefore, 
exp ~t  Ir(xi,t)l~<lr0(fll)l+~ exp ~T Is(xl,z)ldz 
t 0~ 
+ fo exp(~') l  +[r(x,, Q - s(x,, Q]ld • , 
exp(~t)ls(x2, t)l<~lso(fl2)l+;foeXp(~z)lr(x2, z)ldz 
+ exp ~ ~ I ~[r(x2, ~) - s(x2, ~)]1 dr. 
However, by condition (30), 
M 
I ~[r(xl, ~) -- s(xl, 0]1 ~ 2[I  r(x,, OI + Is(x,, ~)1] 
for 0 ~< z ~< t ~< T and, therefore, 
exp -~t Ir(xl,t)l<<.lro(fll)14 2 exp ~T IS(Xl,Z)ldz 
jo 
exp t)l ~< Iso(/~2)l + ~ exp Ir(x2, QId~ 
+ ~-- exp ~ T I r(x:, ~) Idr. 
Following the arguments in Refs [1, 2] we now set 
R(t)=SUxPeX p ~t  Ir(x,t)l, S(t)=supexp ~t  Is(x,t)l 
and obtain from conditions (34a) and (34b) 
()  I0 (~ + M~ r' S('Od'~ + R('O d'c, exp ~t t)l~<lr°l+\ 2 )Jo -2- 
(33a) 
(33b) 
(34a) 
(34b) 
(35a) 
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\ 
~ (B , , t )  
x (~ I ,0 )  
Fig. 2 
D,¢  
where 
()," exp ~t  s(x2, t)l~<lsol+ ~ R(z)dz+-~-  S(z)dz, (35b) 
Ir01 =suplro(x)l and Is0[ =supls0(x)l- 
x x 
As r(x, t) and s(x, t) are periodic in x for each t, for t = t, 3.~, x2 such that 
(;) R(t) =exp t r(~l, t)l, S(t) =exp t s(~2,t)l. 
We now choose/~l = fit (t),/~2 = fl2(t) such that (see Fig. 2) ~l = xl Jill (t), t], x2 = x2[fl2(t), t]. Thus, 
for each t = t, ~fl~(/), fl2(t) such that 
( )lr{x, LB,(t), ?}l and exp(~ ) R(t) = exp 2 t t], s ( t )  = t Is{x2La2(t), t], t}l. 
Choosing xj = Xl[fl~(t), t], x2 = x2[fl2(t), t], for each t > O, on the l.h.s, of expressions (35a) and 
(35b), respectively, we obtain from these estimates 
R(t)<~lrol+(~2--~M);~S(z)dz+M;~R(~)d¢, (36a) 
S(t) ~< Isol + R(z) dz +-~- S(T) dz. (36b) 
Setting W(t)= R(t)+ S(t) and adding expressions (36a) and (36b) we obtain 
W(t) ~< Ir01 +Is01 + ~+M W(z) dz (37) 
and, thus, by Gronwalrs inequality 
But 
E( )] W(t)~<(Irol+lsol)exp ~+M t . 
W(t) >1 exp ~ t [It(x, t)l + Is(x, t)l] 
and inequality (31) follows for 0 ~< t ~< T. 
(38) 
Q.E.D. 
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4. FINITE-TIME BLOW-UP OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we want to show that C’ solutions [r(x, t), s(x, t)] of the initial-value problem (22) 
and (26) can not exist for all t > 0, for arbitrary C’ smooth initial-data, when V( .) satisfies equation 
(29) and the additional hypothesis of genuine nonlinearity which is delineated in the analysis that 
follows. 
Thus, assume that there exists a C’ solution [r(x, t), s(x, t)] of problem (22) and (26), for 
0 < t < T, T > 0 arbitrary; we will derive a contradiction to this assumption by showing that for 
1 r,,l , [s,,l sufhciently small and rX(x, 0) sullkiently large, for some x, r,(x, t) + cc as t + t, < T. Our 
analysis is based upon the ideas developed in Ref. [2] for treating the system (4). We begin by 
differentiating the first of the pair of equations (22), i.e. 
g - J(r - s) g = 4 (r + s) + cP(r - s), 
with respect to x so as to obtain 
_.!pp~2 ar+as +@( _s) ar_E 
,(, a,) r (a, a,)3 
(3% 
(4) 
where @‘(r - s) = (db(q)/dq) 1 9 =, _ s. Using the definition of ‘[ = (a/&) = &8/8x)/j we rewrite 
equation (40) as 
As 
af afar alas ai ar as 
ax=arz+asz=ar ax-ax ( >
we may rewrite equation (41) in the form 
where Y(r - s) = @‘(r - s). Thus 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
If we combine the equations in problem (22) we obtain r’ - s’ = 2@. But s’ = (as/at) - i(ar/ax) 
so 
as 
r’-s’=s‘-s’+2@=2rT--229 ax ( 
s/=$+X$ . 
> 
Thus, 
as @ (r/-s’) 
ax=-;5+7F 
or 
ar ’ 0 a;T (r’-s’)ar @alar -- -- Zi +iKTLFax Tarax 
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Now, 
(ln~)'----~ - r  + ~--~ s
or  
(In/~)' = ~ -~ (r' - s'). (45) 
We now set 
~==~+~r 2' ~=__.,;~-,/2~ ~+5' (51) 
so that equation (50) reads 
X' = ~-,/2 0~ 2 ,~ Trz +4~,X+¢=+=F',. 
Finally, defining 0 = Z -¢¢ F= we have 
0' = ,~-'/2 ~ (0 - ~. F=) 2 + ~=(0 + ~. F,) + ~= 
~ 1/2 0~ 2 2 =~-'/20)"02+2=~-'/20r OF=+2- N= F=+~,O+=~,F,+O= 
~F ~o t>2"-~/2 ~O~ 02 + (~= + 2=~_~/2 Or =J + G=, (53) 
if ~-~/2 (0~/0 r) > 0. To see that this last condition on ~ is satisfied under the assumption of genuine 
nonlinearity vis ?l vis the constitutive function V(.), we now impose the further equirement that 
VeC2(R) with V'(0)>0; then for [~l sufficiently small V'(O >0. For the problem at hand (41) 
(50) 
(52) 
we have 
which permits us to rewrite equation (44) as 
dx) +gin ex =~\~--xx} + ~ +~-r-SJ~--xx - ~F +5)k~]+~ ~F +5 " (46) 
We now multiply equation (44) through by ~/2 and use the fact that/~l/2(ln/~)' = ;~-1/2~, in order 
to obtain from equation (46) 
i/2 a~I~rl2 I ~" o¢\-,2 ~r 
\ 0xJ . . _ ~  + ~+~-5)  '~/0--~ 
(4,, 
Setting g = ~l/2(0r/0x) we see that equation (46) becomes 
o¢ ~ o¢ l , , + 
With the further definition 
,., s)__ _ _ _ + ~ - ,/2 (~) d~ (49) 
¢¢ 
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implies that, for 0 ~< t ~< T, I r(x, t) - s (x ,  t)l~< (Irol + Isol)e Mr where 
I rol = sup I r(x, 0) l, I Sot = sup Is(x, 0) l. 
x x 
Therefore, 
V"[Q(x , t ) ]>O,  O<~t<<.T, 
are sufficiently small. We now compute the 
equation (53) and find that 
provided 
if sup lr(x, 0) l, sup ls(x, 0) l 
X x 
coefficient ,~-~a(O£/dr) of the quadratic term in 
,o,~ V" { o'~ 
~-1/2  ~'"  _ 1_i|/4 "="  -. n 0 ~< t ~ T, (54) 
Or - 4~ [V,(Q)]5/4 - ", 
are chosen sufficiently small. We 
inequality (53) as 
and define 
sup lr(x, 0) l and sup ls(x, 0) l 
x X 
now set H== ~b,+2~g-~/z(0g/0r)F,, rewrite the differential 
0'/> £-~/2 0'~ 02 ~-  + H=O +G=, (55) 
• ~ 1/~0£ 
F* = mTz- ~-;>0 
h= = sup l H= I 
g= = inf G=. (56) 
A few words of explanation concerning definitions (56) are in order: each of the functions 
~-la(O~/Or), lid=l, G= appearing in definitions (56) is a function of q = r - s. We are assuming that 
r, s are C 1 solutions of our initial-value problem for t ~ [0, T], T > 0 and the estimate (31) applies 
for t e [0, T]. As V e C2(R), 3p > 0 such that for I r - s] < p, V" {q -t Jr(x, t) - s(x, t)]} > 0, and by 
estimate (31), the data It01, Is01 may be chosen so small as to insure that [r(x, t) - s(x, t)l < p for 
0 ~< t ~< T. The inf, sup indicated in definitions (56) are taken over the bounded set {r / -  r - s l 
It/[ < p } and our restriction to sufficiently small initial-data keeps us inside this bounded set of 
arguments for 0 ~< t ~< T. 
Using definitions (56) it now follows from inequality (55) that for 0 ~< t ~< T 
0">1F*02+ H=0 +g= (57) 
provided the initial data satisfy Iro[ + I sol < pe -Mr. However, 
H=0~>_~__**02 - 1 F*02 - 1 2 
2--~ H~ -T  2-~ h= 
and thus for 0 ~< t ~< T, 
0' t> 02 - ~ hl + g= (58) 
where, without loss of generality, we assume that g= ~< 0 [If g= > 0 we simply strengthen i equality 
(58) by deleting g=]. Thus 
0'/> (02 2 -I=), O<~t<~T, (59) 
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where 
2 -Iv2 
Associated with expression 59 we have the initial-data 
O(x, 0) = g(x )  - x(x ,  0) - ~ F~(x, 0) = i-~l~[r0(x) - s0(x)] ~r  (x, 0) 
ox  
r°<x'-'<>(m 4)+ + ~-11:(() d(. (60) 
j 0  
We now compare the solution of expressions (59) and (60) with the solution of the initial-value 
problem 
= ~ (/~2 _ 12), 0 ~< t ~< T, (5---9) 0' 
#(x, 0) = ~t(x). 
By a standard comparison theorem [13] 
O(x,t)>~l~(x,t), O<~t<~T. 
The (elementary) solution of problem (59), (60) is given by 
1 exp(I,F*t) ~1~ 
~(x, t) + I<< 0"(x) + I= + [1 -- exp(l~r*t)]. 
Clearly 3too < oo such that/~(x, t) ~ oo as t ~ too iff for such too 
. I-exp(l~r*t) 1 7 
tm . . . .  [1 - exp(l~F*t)] = O. ,-,0o L O"(x)+ I~, +2-i-~ J 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
However, equation (62) is satisfied for some too < oo iff 
21~ 
g(x) + I~ = 1 - exp(-I~F*too). (63) 
As 0 < 1 - exp(-I~F*t) < 1, t > 0, equation (63) is satisfied iffg(x) may be chosen so as to satisfy 
21~ 
0 </7(x) + I~ < 1. (64) 
An inspection of equation (60) shows that condition (64) is satisfied if at some point x, a r/Ox (x, O) 
is positive and sufficiently large. The time too < oo such that l im,~,O(x, t )=  ~ is then given by 
equation (63), i.e. 
1 [ 21~ ] (65) 
too = I~F* In 1 g(x) + I, 
and too > 0 by equation (64). More importantly too < T provided (a r/Ox)(x, 0) > 0 is chosen so large 
that 
21~ 
g(x) > 1 -exp( - I~F*T)  I~. (66) 
As (O(x, t) > t~(x, t), 0 <~ t <<. T, it follows that O(x, t) ~ ~ as t --. too, where too is given by equation 
(65), and too < T for Or/Ox(x, 0) > 0 chosen sufficiently large. As 
O(x, t) = ~.-I/~[r(x, t) - s(x, t)] ~x (x, t) + - -  (67) 
it follows that dr/dx(x, t) ~ ~ as t --* too < T, for dr/dx(x, 0) > 0 sufficiently large at some x, thus 
contradicting our assumption that r(x, t) e C~(x, t) for all t, 0 ~< t ~< ~.  In analogous manner it may 
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be shown that if one assumes that s(x, t) e Cl(x, t) for all t, 0 ~< t ~< oo, then c~s/c~x(x,O) > 0 may 
be chosen sufficiently large at some x so that cgs/c3x(x, t) ~ oo as t --+ too < T. Thus, the assumption 
that a C ~ in (x, t) solution [r(x, t), s(x, t)] of the initial-value problem (38) and (39) exists for all 
t e [0, oo), for arbitrarily smooth initial data, can not be valid. 
Remarks  4.1 
A global existence theorem for the system (11), with G = G(v) has been established by the author 
in Ref. [12] under the assumptions that R is sufficiently large, that the L * norms of i, Q and their 
spatial  derivatives at t = 0 are sufficiently small  and  that the leakage conductance  G decays 
sufficiently fast. 
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